
Epic 511

Epic 511/512
Best Noise Canceling Headset in Epic Series
An Ideal UC Headset in Extremely Noisy Environments
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It is very hard to avoid the service complaints and essential information 
disclosure during calls in an extremely noisy environment. With 
ADDASOUND’s EPIC 511/512, customers will have no such concerns. 
They are specifically engineered for those customers who have very 
high requirement of noise cancellation for better service and security, 
such as healthcare, banking, insurance or any other businesses where  
essential information is exchanged over the phone. 
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Product  Features

Our  Vision

Leading Technology
Advanced Noise Cancelling Technology guarantees high performance sound quality and the best user experience

Simple Design
Nordic style  perfectly combines outer simplicity and inner excellence

Delicate Details
From products to service, we look deep into every detail to meet your every need

Neodymium magnet speaker delivers fantastic and powerful sound quality

 DSP (Digital Signal Processing), echo cancellation and enhanced voice extraction make sure clear voice even in a very 
 noisy environment

Advanced dual-microphone noise canceling technology filters out most of background noise to provide smooth call 
conditions with security

Lightweight memory steel headband, rotatable ear cap and soft leatherette ear cushions provide comfortable use on 
a daily basis

Plug and play, easy to set up and fast to deploy

Busy light indication shows the working status and prevents unnecessary interruptions 2 

ADDASOUND’s headsets follow the international Noisy Safety Standards and help create a safe  environment

Headset bag included for travel or home storage

Convenient call controls including call answer/end, mute, volume + and volume-

Stereo sound (Epic 512), and dynamic EQ optimize the sound quality for calls, music and multimedia
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* Also available in black color

1.Call answer/end only works on Skype for Business
2.Busy light only works on Skype for Business

Epic  512

Noise canceling microphone

Busy Light 

Adjustable memory steel headband

Plug and Play

Headset Bag

Call Answer/End

Volume+
Volume-

Mute

315 ° rotatable and fexible microphone boom

11° rotatable ear cap and flat ear cushions


